Both educational and fact-based, this workshop can help you discover rapidly how
climate works and the causes and consequences of its disruption.
Taking part in this workshop will help you grasp the complexity of climate change,
have an overview of this vast issue, and understand how to act efficiently.
In addition to providing scientific facts, the Climate Collage develops participants’
creativity and communication soft skills.
This tool was created and shared under a Creative Commons license by Cédric
Ringenbach.

A set of Climate
Collage cards

A team of 4 to 8
players

An expert moderator
and coordinator

It’s very simple.
Players form teams of 4 to 8 players. They are given
cards which represent different components of
climate change and together they link causes to
effects and place the cards so as to show these
links.
A moderator coaches one or several teams to guide
them through the workshop, make sure there is
good communication within the team and provide
extra information.

A 3 hour workshop to
think, create and
share

Some equipment (a
table, paper, pens,
pencils, tape, etc)

1h - REASONING: discovering and linking the cards
and creating the collage.
1h - CREATIVITY: relaxing, tuning the collage and
creating a team spirit by decorating it.
15’ - PRESENTATION: share what you learnt and
consolidate it with a concise presentation.
45’ – BRIEF: a calm discussion of players' feelings,
positions, questions and solutions.

The Climate Collage is for novices and experts: novices will discover the subject and
get rid of their potential prejudice while experts will deepen and structure their
knowledge.
Using varying editions based on the players' knowledge level (an adult and a junior
version) and their language (French, English, Chinese, Spanish, Arabic, Polish,
Portuguese, etc), the non-profit organization “La Fresque du Climat” hopes to raise
awareness for 1 million people about climate change worldwide by 2022.
Whether you are a business, a non-profit organization, a community or a school,
you can organize a collage during a training session, a group activity, a company team
building or any other event.

Reducing the causes of climate disruption and adapting to its consequences will have
an impact on all aspects of our societies and our lives.
At all age and in all contexts, people should know about the scientific basis of climate
in order to understand the situation, decipher information, form their own opinion
and act on an individual and collective level.

Going through causal links,
numbers and graphs

acquire knowledge and know-how while
having a good time.
The game draws on shared ideas
and requires teamwork.

Structuring thoughts as a
collage and presenting
what has been learnt
during the
session

very few resources (time, equipment,
moderators …) can help educate a large number of
people.
all the data used comes from the official
IPCC reports.
uses the 4 pillars of learning.

people participated in a collage

About the organization
and the game.

Visualizing climate
interactions, and
decorating the collage
during the creative stage

Moderators trained

To learn more about climate
and experience the game

By taking part in one of
our training sessions

Expressing what you
feel about the issue of
climate, and share with the
other players

Certified trainers

For your organization,
with our help

“Tomorrow, climate change will gravely impede human activities. This scenario is complex and hard to
grasp, and the Climate Collage helps shed light on it in an intelligent and useful way.”
Nicolas Hulot, President of the FNH (Foundation for Nature and Humans), former Sustainability
Minister in France

“The Climate Collage is a great way to provide groups with momentum and individuals with a wake-up
call! Here at TF1 we have used it as kick-off for a series of workshops about changing consuming habits.
We have also implemented it in our IT department with the firm intent to show climate change is a
multidimensional theme.”
Catherine Puisieux, Director of Corporate Responsibility at TF1 (TV channel)

“Becoming aware of and learning about the climate issue while having fun and interacting with others is
the best way to understand its complexity. This is why the Climate Collage is so brilliant: it brings to the
table a gamified solution to raise awareness without blame and to encourage action!”
Fabrice Bonnifet, Director of Corporate Responsibility at Bouygues

“How does climate change work? One way to get an answer is to read the IPCC reports. Success
guaranteed, but you need to read 2000 pages! The other way is to play with the Climate Collage. This
participatory team game can be tailored to its audience. It allows participants to understand in just a few
hours the main climate mechanisms despite their complexity. Try it and adopt it!”
Jean-Marc Jancovici, Expert with the High Council for Climate

“ This tool is simple but not simplistic, it’s precise, fun and fast, and it really raises awareness among
participants. I recommend without hesitation!”
Aurélien Acquier, Professor - Head of Sustainability Transition at ESCP Europe

Find all information, workshop and training dates on our website
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